
The Genocidal Jewish Psychopath That Wants You Dead

Description

(Some Jews match the stereotype)

Edward Menez–

“I just wrote up the following summary of his clips,

but it was distasteful work.”

 

Harari states: “And then the big political and economic question of the 21st century will be 
what do we need humans for, or at least what do we need so many humans for?” 

by Edward Menez

(hernymakow.com)

Yuval Noah Harari is a 46-year-old gay vegan historian from Israel.  Those personal
characteristics say enough about him already.  But he has been promoted endlessly by the
mainstream media, especially his mentor Klaus Schwab, but also by his fellow Jewish Satanists Mark
Zuckerberg, Bill Gates, and Barack Obama.

He is the shining light for NATO and the Western leadership (Macron, BoJo, Fidelito, Biden.)

When such heavy promotion is done, we know to run.

Here are some of his beliefs and statements that can be gathered from his interviews and writings.

From his 2014 book, Sapiens, he says “In truth, there is no God in the universe, no nations, no 
corporations, no money, and no human rights, and no justice outside the common imagination 
of us human beings.”
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Well, he’s right about money. It’s a confidence trick run by his fellow Jews. But how dare this bastard
dismiss everything else that makes us human?

From an interview clip from the link below, Harari states: “And then the big political and economic
question of the 21st century will be what do we need humans for, or at least what do we need so many
humans for?”

The interviewer responds, ‘Do you have an answer, Yuval?’, at which point  Harari says: “At 
present the best guess we have is keep them happy with drugs and computer games.”

In a separate interview clip from the link below, Harari says: “We humans should get used to 
the idea that we are no longer mysterious souls.  We are now hackable animals.”

Yuval

“WEF” Harari – There is no God, Humans are Useless & Transhumans are the only Future

https://www.onenewspage.com/video/20220328/14587512/Yuval-quot-WEF-quot-Harari-There-is.htm

WEF Advisor Yuval Harari On How Technology is Creating a Class of ‘Meaningless, Worthless’ People

If you’ve read any of Harari’s three promoted books, Sapiens, Homo Deus (2016), or 21 Lessons for 
the 21st Century (2018), the common thread is a hatred for God.  Harari does not believe in God, and
actually goes against all His tenets by espousing evolution, transhumanism, depopulation,
homosexuality, and so much more.

Which side do you think he falls on regarding the current Russia-Ukraine conflict?  Let’s just say Harari
loves his fellow Satanic Jewish actor Zelensky.
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https://www.onenewspage.com/video/20220328/14587512/Yuval-quot-WEF-quot-Harari-There-is.htm
https://rumble.com/v10d7qb-wef-advisor-yuval-harari-on-how-technology-is-creating-a-class-of-meaningle.html


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yQqthbvYE8M

Do you think he would bother fighting for his beliefs? As his wikipedia profile states: “He 
deferred mandatory military service in the Israel Defense Forces to pursue university studies as 
part of the Atuda program but was later exempted from completing his military service 
following his studies due to health issues.”  Why am I nor surprised?

I can’t think of a single redeeming quality of this guy, except perhaps wikipedia’s claim that: “As of May
2021, Harari does not have a smartphone.”

His main claims to fame are that he is Klaus Schwab’s stooge, promoted out of obscurity by the likes of
Gates, Zuckerberg, and Obama, and telling us all: “What do we need humans for?”.

Speak for yourself, Yuval.  Anyone who hates Satan should oppose anything that comes from this
guy’s pen or mouth.

—

posted by Weaver
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